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After first being 'for' society and then 'ag;ünst' it,
I assign myself no rank or any limit, and such an attitude

is very much against tlie trend of the times. But my world
has become one of infinite possibilities. . . . Until some gang

succeeds in putting the world in a strait jacket, its definition is
possibility. Step outside the narrow borders of what men call

realit)' and you step into chaos—ask Rinehart, he's a master
of it—or imagination. That too I've learned in the cellar,

and not by deadening my sense of perception;
I'm invisible, not blind. - Ralph Ellison, Invisible Man

RALPH ELLISON'S DEBUT novel Invisible Man (1952)
poses a question which he spent an entire career striving

to answer: what if the risky transitions of jazz, its adroit mix-
ture of the rehearsed and the unpremeditated, its tonal col-
orations, offbeat rhythms, and rejection of closed systems
could assist the aspiring author rehabilitate the art of story-
telling? Ellison is obsessed by the reanimating potential of
jazz music, its close relations to the practices of writing, how
they impact upon each other, what improvisatory tactics they
exploit, and how they teach a versatility of response that has
become crucial to African American survival. If musical and
fictional expression is inextricably intermingled in Invisible
Man, this is not to affirm the melodic quality of the novel, or
its potential power as a song lyric. Rather Ellison shares with
the jazz musician an unorthodox conception of histoiy that
resists disabling inherited forms; and a radical approach to
tempo as part of an urgent quest for multiplied perception—
a creative augmentation of the self.

That jazz's operative aesthetic might help us better com-
prehend the orchestrated discipline of Ellison's narrative art

(1.13)
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has been taken up by recent commentators. Horace Porters
Jazz Country (2001) argues that the notion of improvisational
interplay represents an organizing principle to irradiate Elli-
son s most cherished political beliefs. However this reading,
I would contend, oversimplifies the role Proteus Rinehart
plays in a novel which suggests that improvising identity, while
offering "infinite possibilities" (IM, 576), can also slide into
"chaos"—a nightmare of shapeless confusion and ceaseless
flux. There is then, at the core of Ellisons writing, a deep am-
bivalence about jazz improvisation and its practitioners that
throws into sharp relief hitherto neglected aspects of Invisi-
ble Man's verbal texture.

By relying on jazz as an explanatory metaphor rather
than as a discontinuous evolving tradition. Porters account
converts the music s hectic splendour into a monolithic sym-
bol of the grave commitments required of the artist aiming
for a sovereign singularity in a conformist society. I propose
instead that Ellison is less interested in jazz as a symbol than
he is in documenting how the music's sonic innovations illu-
minate rich opportunities for personal expression that res-
onate as a counterpoint to the deadening types of
disillusionment that threaten to overwhelm the protagonist
in Invisible Man. However, in addition to conveying the hopes
and inspirations awakened by listening to jazz recordings, El-
lison also intimates an anxious sense that the music's icono-
clastic and restless brio can be seized by Rinehart to achieve
the utter diffusion of self into play-acting. Jazz improvisation
encourages the crafting of something that is both free yet rec-
ognizably formed; Rinehart though seems to embody the dan-
gerous disavowal of any rule, framework, or "Umit" (IM, 576).

For Ellison, a "self-proclaimed audiophile who con-
sumed jazz recordings voraciously" (Spaulding, 482), the
bracing mutability of this music, appealing to an ideal di-
mension of relatedness outside of consciousness's reflective
sense of chronology and personality, cannot be fixed within
mere metaphor. Such a symbol dilutes the music's over-
whelming "immediacy and its emotional concurrency with
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contemporaiy life" (Williams, 49). Moreover, Porter does not
fully capture Ellison s preoccupation with tlie quirks and acute
tensions of the musics articulation and historical context; the
way its bewildering array of idioms and movements epitomize
a seditious 'challenge' to absurdly prescriptive ideologies. In
the annals of jazz Ellison uncovers an intricate sequence of
negotiations, accidents and borrowings: a histoiy mirrored in
Intnsible Man's impishly witty self-designation as "tlie bungling
bugler of words playing thematic variations" (IM, 111).

It is certainly true that Ellison's published essays reveal
a writer obsessed by the notion of translating die impetus of
African-American musical nationalism into a literary mode
concerned with "self-definition" (S&A, xiii) and ethnic to-
getherness. In his essay "Hidden Name and Complex Eate"
Ellison delineates his own apprenticeship as a novelist, his
growth from ambitious musician (he began playing the trum-
pet when he was eight) and symphonic composer to writer:
"Having given so much attention to the techniques of music,
the process of learning something of the craft and intention
of modern poetry and fiction seemed quite familiar" (S&A,
147).

Porter's book focuses on these and other passages from
Ellison's journalism with diligent attention. However, in posit-
ing the "artistically free and creatively exuberant" (S&A, xiii)
1930s jazz improviser as central to Ellison's entire literary and
philosophical system of American identity. Porter intimates a
reifying concept of the music that Invisible Man complicates
by positing jazz as a nomadic and nebulous, rather dian static
or settled cultural phenomenon: the music revels in its own
startling transitions and "contingent" nature (Moten, 11-25).
Ellison is temperamentally distrustful of tlie closed-off nature
of philosophical systems and attitudes that dictate presump-
tuously to felt experience. He proposes that "a complete mas-
tery of life is mere illusion" and prioritizes instead "the
sudden turns, the shocks, the swift changes of pace (all jazz-
shaped) that serve to remind us the world is ever unexplored"
(CE, 580). . . . • •
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In a culture that, according to Ellison in his 1977 essay
"The Little Man at Chehaw Station," tries "to reduce our cul-
tural diversity to an easily recognizable unity" by fostering the
refinement of narrow taxonomic concepts and doctrinaire
definitions, he underscores instead jazz's tendency to debunk
received texts and to confound "hierarchical expectations"
(30). Jazz exercises a binding fascination for Ellisons imagi-
nation because of its defiant undercutting of representational
categories and fastidiously plotted agendas. The "improvisa-
tion" that is so often a centerpiece of Ellison's work evinces an
acute alertness to the artistic possibilities of chance, lawless
caprice and the inscrutable play of inspiration. From tlie very
outset of his literary career, Ellison interrogates the semantics
of jazz—its capriciously irregular rhythmic pulse and distor-
tions of timbre—to chart the nature and consequences of tra-
versing a boundary that partitions the staid surface actuality
from a turbulent underworld. Ellison wonders whether the
conceptual and performative emancipation he finds in the
"lower frequencies" (IM, 469) of jazz, whose forceful, seem-
ingly random dissonances revise Eurocentric musical syntax,
can be adequately captured, rather than weakened by, the for-
mal procedures of his narrative art. This is intimated by the
Prologue to Invisible Man, in which the narrator expresses
his entranced admiration for Louis Armstrong's recording of
the Andy Razaf and Eats Waller tune "What Did I Do to Be
so Black and Blue?"

Hibernating in a hole in the basement of a "whites only"
building. Invisible Man draws on "Black and Blue," in which
Armstrong bends "that military instrument [the trumpet] into
abeam of lyrical sound" (IM, 11) as "one of the first instances
of racial protest in American popular music" (Sundquist, 115).
As Larry Neal remarks, the "universe" oí Invisible Man is "in-
troduced to us through" Armstrong's musical lament, whose
bitingly ironic lyrics and stylistic gusto defines "the overall
structure for the novel. If that is the case, the subsequent nar-
rative and all of the action which follows can be read as one
long . . . solo" (Neal, 116) However, what is striking about this
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moment is Invisible Man's stress on the sound of Armstrongs
vocal deliveiy as the radio-phonograph mechanically repro-
duces it, rather than the political resonance of the song's lyri-
cal content: "There is a certain acoustical deadness in my
hole, and when I have music I want to feel its vibration with
my whole body" (IM, 8). The recorded sound allows Invisible
Man to reflect upon his own condition from a revelatory and
potentially reanimating perspective:

Perhaps 1 like Louis Armstrong because lies made poetry out of being in-
visible. . . . And my own grasp of invisibility aids me to imderstand his
music.... Iindsibility, let me explain, gives one a slightly different sense of
time, you're never quite on the beat. Sometimes you're ahead and some-
times behind. Instead of the swift and imperceptible flowing of time, you
are aware of its nodes, where time stands still or from which it leaps ahead.
And you slip into the breaks and look around. That's what you hear vaguely
in Louis' nuisic. (IM, 11)

What is this "slightly different sense of time" shared by
the experimental novelist and the jazz musician? Invisible
Man pays tribute to Armstrong's extraordinaiy facility with
syncopation: generating and reveling in startling gaps,
"breaks" or fissures between his own melodic prowess, the
deft rhythmic support of the ensemble, and our confident ex-
pectation as an audience that the melody will be performed
with graceful fidelity to a notated score. But our perception
of "unity" in an ensemble's sense of time is disrupted, as Mar-
tin Williams explains, when tlie improvising soloist sounds like
he is clashing against the accompanists' time. Williams seizes
upon this remarkable facet of Armstrong's technical flair,
which seems to hover "majestically over his accompaniment":
Armstrong's adroit phrasing and timbre floats between and
ahead of the heard or felt pulse while keeping "in perfect
time" with the band (Williams, 56). Armstrong's "perfect
swing" is a canny manipulation of sonic divergence and in-
consistency.

It is this slyly insouciant carving out of an oppositional
rhythmic space within a group performance that intoxicates
Invisible Man as he grapples with his own embittered sense
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of entrapment. Ellison invites us to ponder the magisterial
position of the artist whose performance—whether literary
or musical—hovers "ahead" and "sometimes behind" the beat
to produce new motifs of self-expression witliin and through
the "moment," the smallest perceptible unit of time. This is
why Invisible Man construes Armstrong's sonic world as a
cathartic force capable of renovating innate powers of sym-
pathy in what might seem dispiritingly bleak circumstances.
As Thomas Brothers notes in the first factually reliable ac-
count of Armstrong's early years in New Orleans, Armstrong
grew up "during one of the most violently oppressive periods
in the nation's history" (30). Yet his severely deprived locale
afforded him "total immersion" in the effervescent "vernacu-
lar traditions" that would impel him to forge the "most suc-
cessful career" jazz has ever known (6).

Discontinuity, sliding harmonies, and shifting tempos
epitomize the temporal experience in Invisible Man's cellar
retreat where a dynamic apprehension of time fosters not only
visionary excitability but also a more textured cultural aware-
ness. Through the partial literary transposition of Armstrong's
"rowdy poetic flights," Invisible Man combats his feeling of
stultifying stagnation at the outset to produce an experience
in which social and musical theory (as well as more elliptical
commotions of feeling) are seamlessly intermingled. While
Invisible Man identifies fleeting subliminal sensations that
vouchsafe a creative augmentation of self, this episode also
discloses an ungraspable or even estranging otherness, a qual-
ity that cannot be fully distilled within the crisp fixities of ex-
pository discourse: "that's what you hear vaguely" (my italics)
in Armstrong's ebullient virtuosity. Ellison elaborates these
concerns through the vivid account of the "yokel":

Once I saw a prizefighter boxing a yokel. The fighter was swift and amaz-
ingly scientific. His body was one violent now of rapid rhythmic action.
He hit the yokel a hundred times while the yokel held up his arms in
stunned surprise. But suddenly the yokel, rolling about iu the gale of box-
ing gloves, struck one blow and knocked science, speed and footwork as
cold as a well-digger's posterior. . . . The yokel had simply stepped inside
of his opponent's sense of time. (IM, 11)
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The yokel defeats his adversary by moving in and out of
tempo; indeed this proves an efficacious weapon in a novel
that divulges the myriad perils of supine acquiescence in a
plethora of rigidly policed political, social and "scientific" ide-
ologies. The yokel's unlikely victory is anchored in acute sen-
sitivity to diverse time levels, mediating between them. Witli
his "slightly different sense of time," the yokel audaciously
steps inside, and exposes the brittleness of, his apparently
well-schooled opponent's mechanical understanding of tem-
poral progression. The yokel's movements subvert the narra-
tive sense of histoiy as a solid, consoling sequence of logical
links between separate moments structured in chronological
time. Ellison's incisive remarks on the artist Rosaire Bearden
are relevant in this regard:

the true artist's . . . mission is to bring a new . . . order into the world, aud
through liis art he seeks to reset society's clock by imposing upon it his own
method of defining the times. The urge to do this determines the form
and tlie character of his social responsibility, spurs his restless exploration
of plastic possibilities and accounts to a large extent for his creative ag-
gressiveness. (CE, 685-6)

While the yokel exploits a radically reconfigured tempo.
Invisible Man resets "society's clock," using "creative ageres-
siveness" to defy a systematic teleology. Instead he affirms the
piecemeal yet pungent historical improvisations of African
American life: tlie rhytlimic vigor and exliüarated confusion of
"leaps in consciousness, distortions, paradoxes, reversals, tele-
scoping of time" (CE, 692-93). To "reset society's clock" ne-
cessitates a Dante-like descent into tlie subterranean rhythms
expressed through the recording of Louis Armstrong's music.
By attuning himself to the resonance encrypted in the jazz
score. Invisible Man cultivates "a new analytical way of lis-
tening to music" which destabilizes tlie remorseless logic of
Western clock time. But this discovery is achieved "under the
spell of tlie reefer" (IM, 11), implying how the semantics of
jazz hinge not on established compositional templates but on
esoteric processes rooted in a radical shift of consciousness
from a drab diurnal mode into a much less specifiable expe-
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rience. Invisible Man's account becomes expansively sensi-
tive to the varieties and extent of involuntary response. Just as
the jazz improviser artfully tailors his performance aesthetic
to the variable promptings of his musical skill and circum-
stance, so Ellison's phrasing and timbre expands and diversi-
fies; alluding to a startling apprehension of emotional and
spiritual transit:

And beneath the swiftness of the hot tempo there was a slower tempo and
a cane and I entered, it and looked, around and heard an old woman singing
a spiritual asftill of Weltschmerz and flamenco, and. beneath that a still
lower level on which I saw a beautiful girl.... and below that I found, a
lower level and a more rapid tempo and I heard, someone shout:

"Brothers and sisters, my text this nwming is the 'Blackness of Black-
ness."'{IM, 12)

Initially enclosed within an embittering sense of his own
predicament. Invisible Man is suddenly awakened to the
chthonic vitality in this music, hinting at mysterious motiva-
tions and unresolved possibilities outside the customary lim-
its of conscious identity. Armstrong's multifaceted rendering
of "tempo" affords a paradigm for the protagonist to reap-
praise the tangled history of African American life—a chron-
icle that transcends perhaps a unidimensional category of
time. Invisible Man learns that he must be aware of myriad
time levels to articulate the historical process as a site of ar-
cane reverberation and unexpected correspondences—all the
opportunities for relationship encoded in tliis sensory experi-
ence. As Wilfried Raussert suggests, with its "negotiations be-
tween different cultural time conceptions, jazz is essential for
an African American to assert at least a temporary cultural
identity" (530).

This "temporary cultural identity" is evidenced through
the anonymous, twilight or liminal entities in the novel, such
as the maverick Proteus Rinehart, one of those "men of tran-
sition whose faces were immobile . . . men out of time" (IM,
355). These figures, cultivating multifarious modes of identi-
fication, doggedly resist institutional designations and have
little stake in the official, oppressively rational annals of sur-
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face politics. Ellison repeatedly points to tlie radical indeter-
minacy of all overground historical accounts, while discredit-
ing the pellucid clarity of statement, clinical objectivity and
neutrality on which such testimony is supposedly based. In-
deed Invisible Man's narrative trajectory, with its prologue,
main plot, and epilogue, underlines the narrator's wry per-
ception of historical happening: "That (by contradiction, I
mean) is how the world moves: Not like an arrow, but a
boomerang" (IM, 6).

By lauding a black vernacular culture as a shifting, in-
complete chronicle, merging the spontaneity of speech with
the permanency of print, Ellison values a historical trajectory
whose energies elude tlie rigid linearity of "finished cultural
products" (O'Meally, "On Burke," 248-9). Although Invisible
Man's peregrinations from rural South to an urban North
dramatizes a familiar African American odyssey in which time
may be viewed as a continuous process, Ellison shows that
linear progressive fiow is ruptured by a viscerally compelling
countermovement. So when Invisible Man watches "a flight
of pigeons whirl out of the trees," it all happens "in the swift
intei-val of their circling, very abruptly and in the noise of the
traffic—yet seeming to unfold in my mind like a slow-motion
movie run off with the soundtrack dead" (IM, 350).

Similarly, Invisible Man's haunting perception of the
young men standing on a Harlem subway platform, queries
the glib assumptions of linear history; they are "outside the
groove of history" and improvise "a jived-up transitional lan-
guage full of country glamour," and "think transitional
thoughts though they dream the same old ancient dreams"
(IM, 355). These inchoate, "unrecorded" figures nevertheless
seek to uncover more of their own potentiality, like the
"anonymous" shadowy jazzmen to whom tliey are compared
in Shadow and Act: "Some of the most brilliant jazzmen made
no records . . . leaving tlie originator as anonymous as tlie cre-
ators of the architecture called Gothic (S&A, 234).

If a jazz musician, such as Louis Armstrong, who fea-
tures as a culture hero in both tlie Prologue and the Epilogue
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to Invisible Man, can evolve a flamboyant and original musi-
cal vocabulary which recalibrates standard notational systems
of Western music, then the aspiring novelist can finesse nar-
rative strategies that map the misconstrued, overlooked
"nodes" of time—a literary event staged in the gaps which
conventional story-telling ignores. For exponents of jazz, as
for Ellison in Invisible Man, the dilemma is how to privilege
fierce eclecticism and improvised energy in an art form that
demands an underlying technical rigor. Ellison remarks that
the jazzman must

"find himself," must be reborn, must find, as it were, his soul. All this
through achieving that subtle identification between his instrument and
his deepest drives which will allow him to express his own unique ideas
and his own unique voice. He must achieve, in short, his self-determined
identity. (S&A, 208-9)

If finding oneself through improvisation requires that the
artist immerse himself, Dante-like, in the underworld of
American experience, then how can the needs of the wider
community be served? After all, Ellison's jazzman fosters self-
invention through distinctive technique and "a slightly dif-
ferent sense of time." The improviser who strives to proclaim
a dazzling difference, to perfect each performance as a richly
textured event within his own sonic repertoire, could "de-
scend" into solipsistic self-indulgence. But Ellison shows that
the passionate investment in individual style, evolving piquant
interpretations of traditional scores by rethinking song dy-
namics, exists in a delicate equipoise with a solemn responsi-
bility to the group, and especially the collaborative interaction
between a pioneering artist and his audience.

According to Ellison's notion of improvisation, every
jazz artist must examine "tradition, group techniques and
style"—training which affords the space for individuated "re-
birth," through experimental riffs on previous standards and
a sustained interplay between virtuoso soloist and ensemble.
Admiring indebtedness to and inclusion within a "chain of
tradition" also permits the artist to assert himself as "individ-
ual." Against the paranoid and punitive need to fix the rhythm
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of reality, espoused, for example, by tlie pseudo-Communist
Brotherhood in Invisible Man, Ellison celebrates "an Ameri-
can compulsion to improvise upon the given" which extends
to the adoption of a plethora of social masks, metaphorical
flourishes, generic choices; this constitutes tlie impudent dar-
ing of self-invention, a private and public drive "to reach out
for new heights of expressiveness" (CE, 335).

Eor Ellison, the jazzman does not simply inherit a fore-
runner's ideas or methodology, but rather enriches the an-
tecedent craft to answer the pressing imperatives of a modem
moment tainted by the strictures of segregation. Ellison re-
marks in "The Charlie Christian Story" how jazz absorbs with
promiscuous glee other musical registers and exploits a fond-
ness for creative coiiflict: "true jazz is an art of individual as-
sertion within and against the group" (S&A, 240; my
emphasis). Ellison explains how Louis Armstrong studied his
craft in private sessions where jazz musicians assembled and
tested one another, elaborating sonic innovations in the "cut-
ting session, or contest of improvisational skill and physical
endurance between two or more musicians." In Shadow and
Act, these contests become "a retreat" where "a collectivity
of common experience could find continuity and meaningful
expression" (S&A, 240).

It is no accident that Invisible Man opens and closes in
an underground "retreat." It is here that through novelistic
panache Ellison imitates Louis Armstrong's strutting swagger
and shapes a tone whose sophisticated skepticism exposes a
social framework built upon ruthless exploitation. Jazz histo-
rians have frequently debated tlie "double life" of this music;
that a covert or sub-cultural form of jazz exists for the enter-
tainment of the players themselves beneath tlie mainstream
commercialized version. This is mirrored in the way Ellison
distinguishes between "covert" and "overt" space (IM, 15) in
Invisible Man. Indeed, a sense for the "covert" enclave and
the "overt" performance is implicit in Invisible Man's tactic
of self-naming, initially calling himself "Jack-the-Bear" (IM,
9). In addition to being a notable "covert" improviser in 1930s
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Harlem, "Jack-the-Bear" later functioned as the title for one
of Duke Ellington's most popular "overt" successes in terms
of modem mass-market capitalism.

The jazz aesthetic that Ellison addresses is simultane-
ously a proud declaration of shared experience as well as an
idiosyncratic working out of personal solutions to pernicious
group conditions. The cutting session forcibly reminds Ellison
that his novelistic procedures also react to the challenge of
balancing the values of personal integrity and social solidarity.
In his January 1959 essay for Esquire magazine, "The Golden
Age, Time Past," Ellison refers to the jam sessions routinely
welcomed at Minton's as "the jazzman's true academy": "Here
it is more meaningful to speak not of courses of study, of
grades and degrees, but of apprenticeship, ordeals, initiation
ceremonies, of rebirth" (S&A, 209). The "covert" space of
jazz, such as the "sanctuary" of Minton's, supplies a musical
ritual involving quotation and stringent reappraisal, through
which to contest, crystallize, and irradiate communal values.

Here Ellison addresses in the jazz collective a synthesis
of restlessly creative and sympathetic subjects rather than the
systematic neutering of individual style enforced by Bledsoe's
southern college of racial uplift in Invisible Man. However,
while lauding the "endlessly flexible technique of jazz ex-
pression," (S&A, 240) Ellison also discloses the dangers of
taking this strategy to extremes in a "vast seething, hot world
of fluidity" (IM, 401). What if the improvising individual falls
"outside oí history" (IM, 35)? Through Proteus Rinehart, who
bears the name of a character from a Jimmy Rushing-Count
Basie tune of the 1930s (Conti, 181-3), Ellison shows that
pragmatic and opportunistic appropriations of an array of
public poses expresses existential anguish rather than ingen-
ious inventiveness. Rinehart the "obsessed outsider" embod-
ies "the chaos which many youth sense at the centre of our
society," approximating to "total anarchy" (S&A, 228). This
expert in the subterfuge of survival is "a man of parts who got
around": the "parts" are not only shards and splinters of self-
hood that fail to coalesce into a coherent portrait, but also tlie
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"parts" played by an actor eager to experiment with new so-
cial personae. He is at "home" (IM, 401) in a milieu where
"history was a gambler, instead of a force in a laboratory ex-
periment. . . . What if history was not a reasonable citizen,
but a madman full of paranoid guile" (IM, 355)?

Rinehart's "smooth tongue," "heartless heart," and, in-
deed, a readiness "to do anything" (IM, 402), gives nothing
away about the secrets of selñiood; and he supplies a riddling
commentary on Ellison's abiding artistic faith in improvisa-
tion. Rinehart has repudiated the jazzman's commitment to
balancing the twin compulsions of individual craft and
unswerving loyalty to the group. Kevin Bell observes that
Rinehart moves "darkly through Harlem like an anthropo-
morphic unit of chaos; his look, his voice, his stride, his cloth-
ing, his "identity" " being "absolutely improvisational and
exchangeable" (37). Rinehart does not promise an enhanced
sense of individuality and affinity. The truancies and empa-
thetic projections of everyday feeling that Invisible Man un-
covers in Louis Armstrong's jazz, are absent when inhabiting
Rinehart's perspective. Indeed, he is a twilight figure who
personifies multiplicity in erratic motion, clinging "to that
tricky democratic anonymity which makes locating him an un-
ending challenge" (Ellison, "Little Man," 30). The inscrutable
enigma that Ellison identifies in relation to "the origins of
even the most recent jazz styles, or of when and where they
actually started . . . of the tensions, personal, sociological, or
technical, out of which such an original artist achieves his
artistic identity" (S&A, 237) also extends to the mystery of
Rinehart's emergence in the novel.

The "heart"—the essential "truth" of this entity—is
camouflaged by the baffiing, even contradictory layers, or
"rind"; this makes Invisible Man both "depressed and fasci-
nated" (IM, 401). Rinehart, who adlieres to no institutional
coterie and espouses no political doctrine, is recognizable
only by misleading props of selfhood, such as the dark green
glasses and a Cadillac that he drives under cover of nightfall.
Invisible Man's awed discovery of Rinehart's multiple exis-
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tences—from preacher to gambler—and the numerous rack-
ets which he runs, heightens his sense that he has been blind
to key facets of Harlem's "variegated" cultural history. This
elusive hipster has become one with the flux of the modern
metropolis, escaping "the proper political classification" (IM,
401) and glimpsed only in transit, only as he vanishes into the
Harlem hinterland, never pausing to declare or defend his
goals. Rinehart's only signature is a profound plurality that
signifies an evacuated zone:

Can it be, 1 thought, can it actually be? And I knew that it was. I had heard
of it before but I'd never come so close. Still, could he be all of them: Rine
the runner and Rine the gambler and Rine the briber and Rine the lover
and Rinehart the Reverend? Could he himself be both rind and heart?
What is real anyway? Rut how could I doubt it? . . . His world was possi-
bility and he knew it. . . . The world in which we lived was without bound-
aries. A vast seething, hot world of fluidity, and Rine the rascal was at
home. . . . It was unbelievable, but perhaps only the unbelievable could
be believed. Perhaps the truth was always a lie. (IM, 401)

Whereas Invisible Man occupies a subterranean retreat,
Rinehart furtively presides over an unmapped and obscure
enclave: the "rind," outside the "heart" of conventional his-
tory, given over to frenzied impressions of style, sound, and
movement in the moment. Rinehart, like Gharlie Parker in
Ellison's account of him in Shadow and Act, seems "essen-
tially devoid of a human centre" (S&A, 230): Parker "oper-
ated in the underworld of American culture, on that turbulent
level where human instincts conflict with social institutions"
(S&A, 227).

Invisible Man becomes increasingly troubled by Rine-
hart's repudiation of the threadbare fictions of humanist cen-
trality. Indeed, this hipster goes much further than jazzmen
such as Louis Armstrong in his subversion of fixed subjectiv-
ity. At once corrosively cynical and eerily detached in his deal-
ings with Harlem's populace, Rinehart personifies the
ungovernable caprice that imbues "the big city" (IM, 401).
Invisible Man intimates tliat the reductive logic of social caste
is an unwholesome falsehood promoted by those authority
figures with a vested interest in keeping the community
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cowed, in a state of servile docility. It is important here to dis-
tinguish Rinehart's "chaos," in which there is little evidence of
what EUison calls the "living human being in a specific texture
of time, place and circumstance" (S&A, 46) from that com-
parably elliptical figure in Ellison's essay "The Little Man at
Chehaw Station." In this essay Ellison discusses "American
democracy" not only as "a political collectivity of individuals,"
but, culturally, "a collectivity of styles, tastes and traditions."
Whatever "sheerly ethnic identity was communicated" by this
"little underground-outsider's costume" (32-33) depended
upon

the observer's abihty to see order in an apparent cultural chaos. The man
himself was hidden somewhere within, his complex identity conceided by
his aesthetic gesturing. And his essence lay, not in the somewhat comic
clashing of styles, but in the mixture, the improvised form, the willful jux-
taposition of modes. (39)

The little man encourages a pursuit of the fugitive effects of
pleasure, whereby the improviser is overtaken by an elating
sense of the possible. This is a redemptive ritual, a "free-
wheeling assault upon traditional forms of the Western aes-
thetic" (39). Unlike Rinehart, who rejects any "essence" or
generous communal awareness, the little man's "clashing of
styles" sounded "an integrative, vernacular note."

Ellison's obsession witli the improvisatory flair of jazz, its
offbeat rhythms, syncopation, the swift modulations and
changes of pace, rather than in closed systems, clarifies Rine-
hart's readiness to cast off tlie stifling carapace of the social
"label" (IM, 401). Although EUison construed his own novel
as a chronicle of "innocence and human error, a struggle
through illusion to reality" (S&A, 117-18), tlie "reality" Invis-
ible Man finds when he looks beyond the drab crust of rail-
ways and roads to Rinehart is a debilitating glimpse of mad
upheaval, the absence of any fundamental meaning or sus-
taining pattern—"all boundaries" are "down" (IM, 401).
Charlie Parker's art "blew him to the meaningful centre of
things" (S&A, 231) but this is not an option, or even a desti-
nation for Rinehart, who is ultimately indifferent to the en-
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nobling force of the music that Ellison celebrates in Shadow
and Act:

Perhaps in the swift change of American society in which the meanings of
one's origin are so quickly lost, one of the chief values of living with music
lies in its power to give us an orientation in time. . . . In tlie swift whirl of
time music is a constant reminding us of what we were and ofthat toward
which we aspired. "Art thou troubled? Music will not only calm, it will en-
noble thee." (S&A, 198)

Rinehart scorns any "orientation in time" and instead blends
into the "swift whirl" of movement and sensation synonymous
with his urban milieu. Rinehart's random disorder has little
shape, and it supplies few opportunities for self-development
or self-discovery. This is the main reason why Invisible Man
cannot follow this figure into the pathless "Chthonic
labyrinth" (S&A, 47) of Harlem. Instead Ellison's protagonist
has to confront, and rewrite, the overground American expe-
rience and its serenely confident belief in a rational concep-
tion of linear time.

Through the provisional and nomadic Rinehart, Invisi-
ble Man lingers in a state of undecided yet fascinated musing.
Rinehart shows how rapt immersion in improvisation can eas-
ily collapse into formlessness. Invisible Man, striving to un-
cover or rebuild his own identity, does not want to dissolve in
fluidity. What he realizes is that every institution in the novel
seeks to process and program the individual; yet if he does
not have a stake in any of the available social structures, he
might be consumed by Rinehart's "abyss" (Weheliye,
"Crooves," 319-38). There is little sense at the end of the
novel that Invisible Man wants to be propelled from his pe-
ripheral role to the pivotal; rather he conserves a ready adapt-
ability in his "hibernation" (IM, 468). If Invisible Man
dismisses both the joyless fixities of the surface leaders' dog-
matic rhetoric and the febrile jazz-like adaptations of Rine-
hart, where does he go and "what" does he "really want" (IM,
463), since "gin" and "dreams were not enough" (IM, 462)?
Ellison implies that his protagonist wishes to embrace—in a
spirit of relaxed accommodation—the rugged actuality of the
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surface without being compelled to sanction the remorseless
"pattern" of another man's "certainties" (IM, 468) which may
lead to menacing stasis.

In Invisible Man's Epilogue, the narrator has learned to
listen differently while living a tenuous, "transitional" exis-
tence (IM, 355). Like the jazz soloist/composer or tlie elusive
boys moving down "the Harlem subway platform" amid "the
roar of trains" (IM, 354-55), he has acquired a fuller sense
that improvisation has its limits as a social and political theory
when faced with "the whirling chaos of history" (S&A, 166).
Rinehart's survival strategies afford a sobering and caution-
ary tale: following this Harlem hustler too assiduously can re-
sult in vacuous chaos. So Invisible Man, in the closing
paragraphs, returns to his earlier culture hero "Louis Arm-
strong" (IM, 468), whose musical credo posits a buoyant ex-
pectation of dialogue, keen anticipation of movement and
openness to myriad influence. Armstrong's sonic repertoire
is responsive to Western time, while also resisting it through
rhythmic versatility—a validation of the "nodes" whose sub-
tle inflections of pitch and shades of phrasing supply an ex-
perience of euphoric trance or precognitive instinctual
perception. And study of these "nodes" persuades Ellison's
watchful, guarded protagonist that he has 'a socially respon-
sible role' yet to fulfill.
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